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摘  要 
 I
 




































The supply of spare parts for container terminal has the important character of 
high shortage costs, which determines that spare parts must be supplied soonest. 
However, with the difficulty of the exact forecast, management of spare parts 
becomes a big problem. Based on the current studying and developing situation, 
subject paper not only focuses on the methods improving operation efficiency of spare 
parts supply from H Container Terminal’s angle, but also put forward a two-stage 
stock control model of spare parts and stock management concerning demand 
characteristics. 
In consider that spare parts for container terminal is with large varieties, small 
batch and unstable demand, demand of spare parts is divided and defined as 
confirmable demand, continuous need and disconnection need In the paper. Further 
more, in this paper the improved two-stage stock classification model is raised and 
exampled that it is much more practical and useful for management of spare parts 
comparing with the current simple ABC classification stock model which is widely 
applied. 
Finally, regarding to the limited supplying efficiency of single container terminal, 
subject paper clearly explains why container terminal should bear the stock 
responsibility of spare parts with disconnection demand, and improves united 
management method of spare parts stock. 
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的研究报告是一个很好的例证：美国备件年消耗 7000 亿美元，占 GDP 的 8%（US 




































况储备，导致大量备件过量储备。例如，H 集装箱码头总库存品种有 5000 余项，
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